Introduction
In this paper following systems of inequalities are considered: where t e ff? 1 , x = (x^,...,x ) e R n , and more general system of The domain D' is more general than that in [5] . Moreover, we do not use the so-called W + condition for systems of inequalities and the boundary condition is formulated in a different way than it usually takes place for first order systems of the form (1) or (2) . Later, B.Wi^zik in [6] introduced the boundary and initial conditions for the distribution problem of the precipitation field in the same way as we do in this paper.
Let DclR 1+n be an open set, contained in the zone |(t,x): t Q < t < t Q + T, xelR n , Tsooj, i.e., for any t^ (t 0 ,t Q +T) the set S^ := Dn|(t,x):t=t 1 | is nonempty. Denote = Dn|(t,x):t=t Q |.
Let Dp be a set of such points (t,x) e D, belonging to the strip t Q < t < t Q + T, that there exists a constant r>0 such that j(t,x) : (t-t) 2 +_? (x A -x i ) 2 < r 2 , t < t| c D.
Let T. c 3D be disjoint with D and contained in the zone |(t,x): t 0 <t<t 0 +T, x e R n J.
For any set AclR 1+n we denote: 
The main theorem
Assumption (A^). There exists a function P: S t x C(S t ) t>t Q , which has the following properties :
1° V c > 0 , P(t,x,cy) s cP(t,x,y),
3° P is nondecreasing with respect to the last argument.
Assumption (A^). Let u,v be regular functions in D and E.:= j(t,x)6D p : u i (t,x) > v i (t,x)|. We assume that for every index i, for which the set E^ is non-empty, the inequalities (1), written in the form
Assumption (A 3 ). There exist positive constants L 1 ,...,L 4
such that for every pair of arguments of the function f 1 such that u,v e C(S^), u-v e C(S^), q,q are arbitrary and for every positive 7 € C(S t ), for which P(t,x,r) is defined in S t , the inequality
holds in the set E^, for every iel. L. Skora
where
in virtue of (A^ , we have 2
Hence, from (13) and (14) we get
where r " 2
By (8), we have We assume that 3D satisfies the following condition. If, besides, W -c < w(t,x) s W, then we say that the value of the quasi-maximum.is equal to W Remark. We consider here inequalities of the first order, so only the condition 1° will be used. 1° u -v e C(S t ),
for (t,x) e N 1 , i e I, 
